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“Our Story” 

       “Triple Trans Logistics” is a center of total 

logistical solutions (air, sea and ground freight 

forwarding agent). We are specialist in managing 

effective and flexible technique. We cooperate 

with our partners around the world to send and 

deliver all shipments by our first class service 

standard to reach customers highest satisfaction 

level in both personal delights and business     

advantages. 

        More than 20 years’ experiences of our        

professional staffs, we have been dedicating our 

passions responsibilities and accountabilities to 

offer the excellent services to you, our precious           

customers. 
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Service 

  We are working hard to take care of customers 

shipments by receiving and sending your products 

from initial inquiries place to the last destination on 

time, through our services policy with accuracy,  

trustworthiness and compatibility with international 

standards.        

“Our Service” 

 With cumulative experiences more than 20 years serving wide varieties of clients’          

requirements. We have confidence that our efficacy/productivity but flexible which will 

be provided customers the greatest solutions in every transporting condition. We can      

integrate your business advantages in the perfect supply chain system using our           

professional cooperation. It can guarantee by our numerous consistent customers. 
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AIR SEA GROUND WAREHOUSE PROJECT 



 Our partners are many airlines and agents who arrange continuously flights upon       

diverse roughing with our long-term coordination as loyalty friend, they can provide very 

attractive offering both space and pricing to support our customers business at last. 

 

- Freight export & import throughout the world 

- Dangerous goods 

- Custom broker import & export 

- Consolidate cargo 

- Door to door service 

- Fresh / Perishable cargo 

- Express with JIT service 

- Hand carry 

- Oversize cargo handling  

AIR FREIGHT 
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By our experiences, we can handle every type of cargos 

general, temp control, fragile, dangerous, LCL , FCL, 

reefer container bulk or break bulk cargo, special and all 

kind of containers, export or import to destinations 

worldwide. We have partners at all worldwide main 

ports managed by a professional team specialized in sea 

freight operation to provide competitive cost  and   

punctual delivery till to clients’ door. 

SEA FREIGHT 
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- Freight export & import throughout the world 

- Dangerous goods 

- Custom broker import & export 

- Consolidate cargo 

- Door to door service 

- Reefer container 

- Flat rack & Open top container 
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We can delivery your cargos to every 

place in Thailand from North to South 

1,620 km and West to East 780 km  

cover all relevant procedures. Further, 

we can go beyond with our cross border 

services into our connected or AEC 

country with our fleet of trucks in     

various sizes supporting by our strong 

relationship partners’ assistances. 

GROUND  

TRANSPORTATION 
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- Inland transportation 

- Cross border transportation  

- Malaysia 

- Cambodia 

- Laos 

- Myanmar  
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 We provide a range of storage solutions by secure storages through to    

bonded free zone warehouses. We specialize in customized and value-add   

distribution solutions from pick, pack, lashing before delivery.  

WAREHOUSE 
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- Distribution cargo 

- Loading & Unloading 

- Packing & Lashing 

- Free zone warehouse 

- Relabeling 
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 We are able cope with project cargos or 

any special services for heavy industrial 

equipment and over dimensional tools. 

Project cargo services need sophisticated 

procedures that require more securities 

and special cares. We provide intricate 

planning and execution through the     

supply chain management to increase 

customers’ benefits.  

PROJECT &  

SPECIAL CARGOS 
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- ATA carnet clearance 

- Exhibition cargo 

- Oversize cargo 

- Heavy lift cargo 

- TV Broadcasting event  

- Concert 
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 Thank you for giving us this wonderful opportunity to serve 

you. And we are admiring for all your patronage and keep    

using our trusted service. We are looking forward to serve you 

again and always want the best for dear customers like you. 

Some of our clients 
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Contact us 
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377/286-288  

Belle park resident 2 Bldg. 1st Fl., 

Sathupradit 19, Sathupradit Rd., 

Chongnonsee, Yannawa,  

Bangkok 10120 

 

Tel:     +662-1291230-2 

Fax:  +662-129-1233 

Email:   center@tripletrans.com 
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